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MMOWGLI is a new platform that uses the vehicle of 
massive multiplayer gaming to encourage innovation 
and explore new solutions to hard problems. 
• The game itself is designed by Institute for the Future (IFTF) 
which has multiple significant successes with this approach
• Software is being developed at NPS by the Modeling, Virtual 
Environments and Simulation (MOVES) Institute
We are working to “change the game” by innovating 
with new technology across the Web, encouraging 
participation across the entire Navy and beyond.
The Kernel of the Idea
Garth Jensen, Program Manager
……..ONR  Science Advisor at the Pentagon
• …..a nagging sense of disconnect….….between “innovators” and 
users…
• ……isn’t there a better way? ….couldn’t we put technology into the 
hands of the user???
parallel timeframe: Navy Strategic Planning Process
• …….alternative futures…….planning under uncertainty
the “Aha Moment”
• IFTF presentation to ONR Global All Theater Conference
• …. World Without Oil, X2, Citizen Science
• ….learning to see technology as a social phenomenon

scale & diversity of players
invisible hierarchy
knowledge accidents
designed with wicked problems in mind
Scenario:  fighting Somali piracy
Tough problem, persisted for hundreds of years
• Skyrocketing activity in last decade
Combined Task Force Horn of Africa (CTF HOA)
• Many dozens of nations participating, affected
Fundamental naval, economic challenge
• But rooted in problems on the land
• No one person or group has all the answers
Ongoing innovation is important
The MMOWGLI platform itself is scenario 
agnostic. It is intended to be repurposable for 
use by future "entities" (Navy commands and 
others) who have their own scenarios or 
tough problems, for which they can use this 
platform to generate insights and solutions to 
their own problems.
http://mmowgli.nps.edu
Building and Playing the Game
• Encouraging innovation through online gaming and social networking
• Motivating scenario of Navy coalition operations against Somali 
piracy
• Goal audience: everyone in the Navy plus interested outsiders
• Can group insight lead to new breakthroughs for Navy technology 
investments?
• Can we find better strategies and tactics for cooperating with other 
nations?
• How can modeling and simulation help us evaluate hard problems?
• How might your expertise, ideas and thesis research contribute?
• What future challenges might benefit from this game-based 
approach?
Operational Security (OPSEC)
Must avoid disclosing classified, sensitive info
What about aggregating information to levels of 
classified sensitivity?  What about bad actors?
• Carefully considered possibilities, but…
• 30-50 nations are participating already
• Can filter later game events by participants
Eventually this becomes an “OODA loop” issue
• Whichever side innovates fastest will win
Game dates
• Message to all flags March 9
• Armed with Science blog April 28
• ONR press release May 9
• CNR interview MSNBC May 27
• Move 1  “Turn the Tide” May 31 – June 2
• Move 2  “Take Action” June 21-23
• Move 3  “Pushing Back” July 5-7
• Next moves? Being planned…
Game audience and 
numbers, so far
Moves 1, 2, 3:
• 810 played out of 2400 invited; 14000 on standby
• 4742 idea cards played, 36 action plans authored
During game:
• Everyone in Navy is invited, military and civilian
• Anyone else who wants to play is also welcome
Following game:
• Possible community of interest
• Continue work on piracy solutions
36 action plans
Boarding party
How to get where we needed to go?
Our first mission:  infiltrate NMCI
Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) is a 
centrally controlled enterprise network 
Configuration management for every single PC 
in the Navy is difficult
• NPS is quite fortunate to maintain local control
Approval of new applications is even harder
• Expensive, difficult and time-consuming to deploy
Solution: build interactive game using Web browser  

Deploying via the web
Deliver HTML and Javascript-based content
• Primary browser Internet Explorer, several others
Must have full control over servers
• Configured to deploy and interact correctly
Special software for carefully crafted authoring
• Java VAADIN graphical user interface (GUI) toolkit
• Compiles to Java Google Web Toolkit (GWT), then
• Compiles to HTML/Javascript (not byte code)




Looks like a professional application
• But no prior installation on system is required
Allows social networking experience by letting 
many users to interact directly with each other, 
simultaneously in real time
Also use elegant design, some good surprises, 
and interesting intuitive layouts
• Cool, proven methodology by IFTF
• Alpha testing in progress Another programming topic, 
but everyone is an expert…
Open source code bases
All MMOWGLI project code is open source to 
permit reuse, adaptation without restrictions
Protects government investment over long term 
and also encourages outside contributions
Repeatable best practices and lessons learned
But note: Open Source is more like “free puppy” 
than “free beer”
World class network support by ITACS; 
game architecture uses best practices
Mapping IP traffic
How do you play and win?
• Focusing challenge issued to all players
• Come up with a great idea and post it
• React with others:  build, dispute, adapt, redirect
• Long chains of ideas, relationships can result
• Win points based on influence, not own cards
• Most influential players, ideas rise to top of list
• Pace of game encourages thoughtful contributions
• Win awards based on overall impact





Call to Action Videos
Production, deployment together with IFTF
• Top-notch work by Jeff Weekley, Jeff Malnick
Wendy Walsh and Jessica Piombo were actors
• Set the stage motivating each game move
Moves start by challenging players
Blue teaming then red-team opposition
Example dialog:  rogue states
Card chains of focused dialog

Card chains lead to Action Plans
Action plan collaboration





But how does a player
know wh t to say?
Hey everybody, be yourself
Say what you think, tell what you know!
• “Wisdom of the crowd” can often help show which 
ideas have best merit (biggest impact)
Conversation across traditional organizational 
divisions  or “union lines” can be surprising
• Unexpected combinations of ideas can lead to 
innovative new concepts and investments
ONR interested in technical solutions that help 
improve Navy effectiveness against piracy
Help turn the tide!
User portal provides rich resources
We have set up a “piracy portal” to provide 
additional social networking capabilities
• LifeRay open source server, Web based, Java
• (btw NPS also standing up LifeRay portal, myNPS)
Informed conversation is 
especially important when 













Player portal offers great flexibility
Wiki enables growing collections of easily 
authored, augmented content
• References, images, movies, slidesets, other sites
Mailing lists (with archives for future arrivals)
• Piracy news, trouble reports, design team, signups
Future:  may add other social networking tools
• Blogs (web logs), user chat, team meetings, etc.
Goal:  continue providing long-term value
• Even after our planned 3-move game finishes
Player portal trouble report
Portal capabilities 
made it easy to 
design a web form 
which blocks spam, 
sends trouble reports
Simulation motivation
Players should be able to ask & answer the question 
"did my new idea make things better or worse?“
Any changes in simulation outcomes provide 
another way to inform game-play discussions
Adding modeling and simulation
Modeling and simulation (M&S) can support 
analysis of alternatives, provide expectation 
of likely outcomes despite uncertain options
Model design helps to build clarity about what 
factors exist, and how they can be influenced
This often takes time to accomplish effectively..
• But we want speedy MMOWGLI game experience!!
Challenge:  can we “democratize simulation” 
while conducting meaningful analysis?
Simulation scenarios of interest
Define a handful of common scenarios and 
build simple analytic models that match
• Not yet modeling wicked problems (like Somali 
clan politics), start with Navy operations on water
Focus on issues of direct interest to the Navy
• How many ships? How far can sensors detect?
• How fast can ships, aircraft, and robots travel?
• How fast and effective are merchants, pirates?
• How much does it cost to operate?  pay ransom?
Example simulation analysis:  convoys 
https://portal.mmowgli.nps.edu/convoys
Simple setup
Single pirate ship detects 
and attacks any transiting 
merchant ships, if intercept 
is possible
Idea card chain for convoy simulation…
Card Chain:  convoy simulation
Card chains 
illustrate tree of 




Showing the potential capabilities of simulation analysis 
to illustrate idea card chains and action plans
Convoy action plan 2
Convoy action plan 3
Where are we going next?
Next steps
Evaluate lessons from Moves 1, 2 and 3
Expose game to remaining 14000 signups
Greater analysis of collected information
Plan for ongoing capability in new fiscal year
Plan for additional games of interest
… Your idea here?
Hey, what about my problem?
If you have an interesting new capability or 
relevant problem that you are working on, 
If you are interested in some of the research 
challenges we are opening up, 
If you have a project or proposal that might 
someday build on MMOWGLI capabilities…
Great, please tell us about it!  
Discussion is always welcome.
Design team contributors
NPS MOVES:  Mike Bailey, Don McGregor, Arnie 
Buss, Kirk Stork, Joe Sullivan, Jeff Weekley, 
Wendy Walsh, Jeff Malnick, Terry Norbraten, 
Dan Wilkinson, Don Brutzman
NPS National Security Affairs:  Jessica Piombo
Institute for the Future (IFTF)
• Jason Tester, Kathi Vian, Rachel Hatch
ONR Office of Innovation
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Can still register now at mmowgli.nps.edu
